INDEX—LABOR DISPUTE SETTLEMENT

ABILITY TO PAY, 323. (See also Economics of Wage Dispute Settlement)

AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION, 276, 278.

ANTITRUST LAWS, 229, 268, 351.

Arbitration

grievances, 260, 264, 316; merits, 275; outgrowth of collective bargaining, 275; control of standards and of selection of arbitrator, 276; obstacles, 277; legislative proposals, 339; provisions in labor agreements, 361; applicability, 364; expansion of government services, 366.

Blacklists, 251.

Boycotts, 212, 269.

Case Bill (See Legislative Proposals)

CLAYTON ACT (See Antitrust Laws)

Closed Shop, 351, 383.

Collective Bargaining
day-to-day process, 252; nature of agreement, 257, 258; significance to freedom of enterprise, 264; economic analysis, 264; prerequisites, 267; the public interest, 270; arbitration as outgrowth, 275; successes, 358, 362, 371; as basic solution, 360, 364; reliance on facts, 365; objective of Wagner Act, 218, 368.

Company-Dominated Unions, 251.

Comparable Wage Rates (See Economics of Wage Dispute Settlement)

Compulsory Arbitration

216, 220, 267; fallacy of, 271; standards, 273; provocation of disputes, 274; enforcement, 274; legislative proposals, 343; inconsistent with free enterprise, 353; experience of Australia and New Zealand, 263; vitiates collective bargaining, 265; public interest, 372.

Contract Negotiation

arbitration, 273; principles, 297; "give and take and compromise," 298; public interest, 300; industrial efficiency and the standard of living, 300; incentives for creation of jobs, 301; agreements injuring industrial efficiency, 301; restrictions on industrial change, 303; profit incentive, 303; wages and purchasing power, 304; real parties to labor contract, 305; union negotiators, 305; management negotiators, 306; management function, 307; "management right" provisions, 309; selection of supervisors, 309; discipline of employees, 310; plant rules and regulations, 311; number of employees in crew, 311; piecework rates, 312; job evaluation, 312; merit ratings, 313; management clause, 314; hours of work, 315; the union function, 315; arbitration, 316; grievance procedure, 316; no-strike clause, 318; job security, preference, and seniority, 320; the wage question, 322; profits as criterion for wages, 323; cost of living, 324; industry wage scales, 325; productivity, 326; area wage rates, 327; basic factor setting wage level, 327.


Cost of Living, 213, 324, 358, 362. (See also Economics of Wage Dispute Settlement)

Damages for Public Injury from Strikes, 354.

Definitions

labor dispute, 211; strike, 212; jurisdictional strike, 212; sympathetic strike, 212; boycott, 212; secondary boycott, 212; conciliation, 215; mediation, 215; voluntary arbitration, 216; compulsory arbitration, 216, 272; bargaining, 264; collective bargaining, 264; bargaining unit, 268; economic strike, 269; grievance, 272.

Discriminatory Practices, 251, 383.

Economics of Wage Dispute Settlement

comparable wage rates, 282; productivity, 286; cost of living, 289; ability to pay, 290; fundamental problems, 293; criteria for general wage levels, 294; the contribution of economic analysis, 296.

Employers' Council of San Francisco, 227.

Enforcement of Labor Agreements, 319, 379.

Fact-Finding, 362, 363, 372. (See also Legislative Proposals)


Foremen

rights under Wagner Act, 369; bargaining units, 369.

Friction in Employer-Employee Relationships

relation between friction and disputes, 232; psychological bases, 233; sociological bases, 235; management rights, 235; job content, 236; changes in technology, 236; improvement in shop relations, 239; working conditions, 239; procedures, 240; behavioral approach, 241; grievance procedure, 241; interviewing and counseling, 241; contract negotiation, 244; symbols of work achievement, 246; positive relationships, 246.
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GRIEVANCES AND GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES 240, 241; psychological bases, 249; the “instinct of workmanship,” 250; participation of workers in industry, 252; industrial government, 252; individual adjustment, 253; stability and permanence, 255; time limitations, 256; scope, 257; presentation in writing, 260; arbitration, 260, 316; payment of stewards by management, 261, 317, 318; inspection by union agents, 261; technological changes, 262; rates of pay, 262; losses in earnings, 262; reporting pay, 262; arbitration, 272.

Hobbs Act, 386.

INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION OF SAN FRANCISCO, 227.

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COUNCIL OF METROPOLITAN BOSTON, 225.

JURISDICTIONAL STRIKES, 212, 268.

LABOR COURTS, 217, 337, 345, 353, 362. (See also LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS)

LABOR-MANAGEMENT ASSEMBLIES AND CONFERENCES 225, 230, 317, 330, 331, 364, 374, 376. (See also LOCAL AND UNOFFICIAL ARRANGEMENTS)

LEA ACT, 328, 378, 386.


LOCAL AND UNOFFICIAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR LABOR DISPUTE SETTLEMENT New Jersey, 220, 229; San Francisco, 220, 227; Boston, 220, 226; Toledo, 220, 221, 375; St. Louis, 224; Denver, 224; New Orleans, 224; Milwaukee, 224; Tulsa, 224; Kansas City, 224; Detroit, 224; Montreal, 224; Windsor, Ontario, 224; Louisville, 224; District of Columbia, 225; New York, 229, 375; Illinois, 229.

METHODS OF SETTLEMENT (See also ARBITRATION; COMPULSORY ARBITRATION; LABOR COURTS) discussion and negotiation, 214; conciliation and mediation, 215, 364, 374; voluntary arbitration, 216; investigation and fact-finding, 216; compulsory arbitration, 216; court action, 217; legislation, 218.

NATIONAL REPORT, 295, 304, 377.

NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS ACT, 211, 213, 216, 218, 229, 237, 254, 266, 269, 351, 362, 363, 367, 368, 371, 381, 386.


NEW JERSEY STATE BOARD OF MEDIATION, 229.

NORRIS-LAGUARDIA ACT, 211, 218, 351, 381, 386.

PORTAL-TO-PORTAL PAY (See UNION ORGANIZATION)

PRODUCTIVITY, 326. (See also ECONOMICS OF WAGE DISPUTE SETTLEMENT)

PUBLIC INTEREST IN LABOR DISPUTE SETTLEMENT relation to interests of labor and management, 367; the Wagner Act and postwar strikes, 368; legislative programs, 371; fact-finding and compulsory arbitration, 372; mediation, conciliation and information, 374; Swedish experience, 376, 382; enforceability of labor agreements, 379; discriminatory employment and membership practices, 383; jurisdictional disputes, 388.

PUBLIC UTILITIES, 220, 353, 354, 362.

RAILWAY LABOR ACT, 259, 282, 373.

RIGHT TO STRIKE, 269.

SENIORITY, 321.

SMITH-CONNALLY ACT, 362.

STRIKES IN POSTWAR PERIOD, causes, 357; effects, 297.

SUPERVISED BARGAINING, 354.

SUPERVISORY EMPLOYEES (See FOREMEN)

SYMPATHETIC STRIKES, 212, 269.

TYPES OF LABOR DISPUTES union recognition, 213; contract negotiation, 213; contract interpretation, 214; in cases before NLRB, 368; in 1945 work stoppages, 369.

UNION ORGANIZATION principles of, as prerequisite to settlement of labor disputes, 346; portal-to-portal pay, 347; craft unionism, 350; old-line industrial unionism, 350; elective unionism, 350; growth, 251, 395, 379.

UNION SECURITY, 245.


UNOFFICIAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR LABOR DISPUTE SETTLEMENT (See LOCAL AND UNOFFICIAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR LABOR DISPUTE SETTLEMENT)

WAGE DISPUTE SETTLEMENT, 322, 337. (See also ECONOMICS OF WAGE DISPUTE SETTLEMENT)

WAGNER ACT (See NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS ACT)

"YELLOW-DOG" CONTRACTS, 251.